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Abstract
We show that there is a regular language which cannot be generated by context-free evolu-
tionary grammars, thus disproving a conjecture from Dassow et al. (BioSystems 43 (1997) 169{
177). However, all regular languages which are strictly bounded can be generated by context-free
evolutionary grammars. ? 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Evolutionary grammars
Throughout the paper we assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts
of the theory of formal languages (e.g. see [4]).
Let N be the set of non-negative integers. For an alphabet V , we denote by V  the
free monoid generated by V under the operation of concatenation, the empty string is
denoted by . The length of a string x2V  is denoted by jxj. By xR we denote the
reversal of the string x2V .
Evolutionary grammars generate a language by starting from a given nite set
of strings and iterated applications of four operations (which model mutations in
genomes): deletion, inversion, transposition, and duplication. All these operations are
done with respect to nite sets of strings given in the grammar. The context-free version
of such grammars has been considered in [2] whereas a context-sensitive variant has
been investigated in [1]. We now give the formal denition for the context-free case.
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A context-free evolutionary grammar is a system
G = (V; A; Del; Inv; Xpos;Dup);
where V is an alphabet and A;Del; Inv; Xpos,Dup are nite languages over V . (A is the
set of axioms, Del; Inv; Xpos;Dup are the sets of strings which can be deleted, inverted,
transposed, and duplicated, respectively.)
For x; y2V  we write
x )Del y i x = x1zx2; y = x1x2 for some x1; x2 2V ; z 2Del;
x )Inv y i x = x1zx2; y = x1zRx2 for some x1; x2 2V ; z 2 Inv;
x )Xpos y i x = x1zx2x3; y = x1x2zx3 or x = x1x2zx3; y = x1zx2x3
for some x1; x2; x3 2V ; z 2Xpos;
x )Dup y i x = x1zx2; y = x1zzx2; for some x1; x2 2V ; z 2Dup:
Moreover, for some X 2fDel; Inv; Xpos;Dupg, we write x ) y if and only if x )X y;
the reexive and transitive closure of ) is denoted by ).
The language generated by G is dened by
L(G) = fw2V  j x ) w for some x2Ag:
2. Main result
In [2] one proves that the family of languages generated in this way is incomparable
with any family of languages strictly included in the family of recursively enumer-
able languages, closed under intersection with regular languages and containing the
language fanbn j n>1g. The relationships with the family of regular languages is not
settled; moreover, it is conjectured that every regular language can be generated by an
evolutionary grammar. We here shall show that this is not the case. Therefore, the fam-
ily of languages generated by context-free evolutionary grammars is also incomparable
with the family of regular languages.
Theorem 1. There is a regular language which cannot be generated by a context-free
evolutionary grammar.
Proof. Let us consider the alphabet V=fa; b; c; d; eg and the language L which consists
of all words x2V  such that, for any decomposition x= x112x2 with x1; x2 2V  and
1; 2 2V , the conditions 1 6= 2 and 12 6= ba hold. It is easy to see that this is an
innite regular language. For instance, L contains all square-free strings over fc; d; eg,
and one knows that this language is innite (see [6,5]). The regularity of L can be
easily checked. Moreover, if Sub(L) is the language of all substrings of strings in L,
then obviously L= Sub(L).
Let us assume that L is generated by a context-free evolutionary grammar, i.e. L=
L(G) for some G = (V; A; Del; Inv; Xpos;Dup).
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(a) Assume that there is z 2Del; z 6= , such that z 2 Sub(L). This means that z 2L.
Suppose that z= 1z1 = z22, for some z1; z2 2V  and 1; 2 2V . There are strings
w = w1zw2 in L, with w1; w2 2V ;  6 2 fa; b; 1; 2g (we have card(V ) = 5
and z 2L, hence at least strings of this form with w1 = w2 =  can be found
in L). Then w )Del w1w2 and the obtained string is not in L, which is a
contradiction.
(b) Assume that there is z 2Xpos; z 6= , such that z 2 Sub(L). We decompose z as in
(a) and dene w as in (a). Then we get a contradiction by noticing that w )Xpos
w1zw2 produces a string not in L.
Therefore, no element of Del and Xpos can be used in a derivation step with
respect to G, we can replace these sets by ; and the generated language is the
same. Thus, we suppose that G has already these components empty.
(c) Consider now the language SFfc; d; eg, of all square-free strings over fc; d; eg. We
have mentioned above that this is an innite language ([6,5]). Construct the strings
of the form
1ab2ab    kabk+1
for k>1; i 2fc; d; eg; 16i6k + 1, and 12    k+1 2 SFfc; d; eg. Denote by M
the language of such strings.
The language M is innite (because SFfc; d; eg is innite) and it is included in L (no
double symbol and no substring ba appear in its strings). The axiom set A is nite.
Therefore, there are strings w2M which are not in A, that is there is a derivation
x ) w in G. Let w0)w be the last step of such a derivation. Without loss of
generality we may assume that w0 6=w (we ignore the steps which do not observe this
property). By the denition, we have w0 2L.
Because w contains no square, the derivation step w0)w is not a duplication. Be-
cause Del = ; and Xpos = ;, the only remaining possibility is to have an inversion.
Let z 2 Inv be the string inverted in w0 in order to obtain w, i.e. w0 = v1zv2 and
w = v1zRv2 for some v1; v2 2V . If z 2V , then w0 = w in contrast to our choice. If zR
contains ab, then w0 contains the subword ba in contrast to w0 2L. Therefore, zR = a
or zR = b or zR = ba hold for some 2fc; d; eg. In the former two cases w0 con-
tains ba, in the latter case w0 contains aa and bb. Therefore, in any case we get a
contradiction to w0 2L.
Consequently, no operation can be used in the last step of producing a string w as
above, and this completes the proof.
Corollary 2. The family of regular languages is incomparable with the family of
languages generated by context-free evolutionary grammars.
By this corollary the following decision problems are of interest:
 Does a given context-free evolutionary grammar generate a regular language?
 Can a given regular language be generated by a context-free evolutionary grammar?
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We note that the second question is algorithmically undecidable for context-free lan-
guages (see [2, Theorem 4]).
Further, it is of interest to look for features to be added to an evolutionary grammar
in order to generate all regular languages. A squeezing mechanism in the form of a
terminal alphabet is too powerful, since we get all recursively enumerable languages
in this way (see the proof of Theorem 3 in [2]).
3. Bounded languages
In [2] the following characterization of unary evolutionary languages has been shown:
A language over a unary alphabet can be generated by a context-free evolutionary
grammar if and only if it is regular. In this chapter we shall generalize this result to
strictly bounded languages.
A language L is called strictly bounded if and only if there are pairwise dierent
letters a1; a2; : : : ; an such that L a1a2    an .
Theorem 3. For any strictly bounded regular language L; there is a context-free
evolutionary grammar G such that L(G) = L.
Proof. In [3] it is shown that a strictly bounded language L a1a2    an is regular if
and only if there are an integer r 2N, nite sets Fi; j N and integers mi; j 2N; 16i6n;
16j6r, such that
L=
r[
j=1
far1; j+s1m1; j1 ar2; j+s2m2; j2    arn; j+snmn; jn j ri; j 2Fi; j; si 2N; 16i6ng:
For 16i6n, let mi be the smallest common multiple of the integers mi;1; mi;2; : : : ; mi;r
dierent from 0 (or mi = 0 if mi; j = 0 for all j), and
t =maxfs: s2Fi; j; 16i6n; 16j6rg:
Now we consider the context-free evolutionary grammar
EG = (fa1; a2; : : : ; ang; A; ;; ;; ;; fatmii j 16i6ng)
with
A= fau11 au22    aunn j ui62tmi for 16i6ng \ L:
Let
w = ar1; j+s1m1; j1 a
r2; j+s2m2; j
2    arn; j+snmn; jn (1)
be a word in L. If a duplication of atmii for some i; 16i6n, can be applied to w then
ri; j + simi; j>tmi. Hence, by mi = qjmi; j for some qj 2N, the word
w0 = ar1; j+s1m1; j1 a
r2; j+s2m2; j
2    ari−1; j+si−1mi−1; ji−1 ari; j+(si+tqi)mi; ji
ari+1; j+si+1mi+1; ji+1    arn; j+snmn; jn
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obtained by the duplication belongs to L, too. Since we start the generation of L(EG)
with words from AL and the application of duplications to words of L yields words
of L, we get L(EG)L.
We now prove the converse inclusion by induction on the length of words. Obvi-
ously, the shortest words in L belong to A and AL(EG) holds by denition. Thus, let
us consider a word of the form given in (1) which is not contained in A and assume
that all words w002L which are shorter than w belong to L(EG). Because w 6 2A,
there is a number i; 16i6n such that ri; j + simi; j > 2tmi. By ri; j6t6tmi, we get
simi; j > tmi = tqimi; j. Thus the word
w00 = ar1; j+s1m1; j1 a
r2; j+s2m2; j
2    ari−1; j+si−1mi−1; ji−1 ari; j+(si−tqi)mi; ji
ari+1; j+si+1mi+1; ji+1    arn; j+snmn; jn
is in L. By assumption w002L(EG). Because w00 )Dup w, we obtain w2L(EG).
A statement analogous to Theorem 3 does not hold for context-free languages be-
cause the strictly bounded context-free language fanbn j n>1g cannot be generated by
a context-free evolutionary grammar (see [2, Theorem 2]).
Because in [2] it has been shown that any strictly bounded language generated by
a context-free evolutionary grammar is a regular language, we obtain the following
corollary.
Corollary 4. A strictly bounded language can be generated by a context-free evolu-
tionary grammar if and only if it is regular.
We do not know whether or not Theorem 3 and Corollary 4 also hold for bounded
languages, where a language L is bounded i there are the strings w1; w2;    ; wn such
that Lw1w2   wn .
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